By Silvio Nocilla 2013

Masking  with the pen tool

After this tutorial you will learn how:
•
•
•
•

To use the pen tool to make accurate selections.
Convert paths into a selection and identify properties of selection
Add masking through paths
Refining colour environment using the burn tool.
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The objective of this tutorial is to learn how to use the pen tool to create accurate selections convert them into
a selection with the appropriate settings and use them for masking. For this tutorial we are going to use the
following images.

The targets are to remove the background of the person on the photo and apply a mask, after we will place
the Valletta photos to compose an image.
Open the person standing in Photoshop and lets get started removing the background.
To remove the background we are going to use the pen tool select the pen tool from the tool box and set as
shown below.
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After selecting the pen tool and applying the appropriate settings  start placing anchors on the outline of the
person. Tip before starting your path selection I suggest you zoom in approximately 200% and if you need to
navigate into the image to move it accordingly press the space bar (keep the space bar pressed) when you see
a hand cursor you can move around the image than release and continue selecting.  

Once you have started your selection you cannot go back if you press the space bar you will clear the selection and remain with part of the selection. To modify the selection first you need to close the path. You can
notice that when you get back to the starting point a small circle appears near the pen tool cursor this means
the once you click the path will close.
If you want to modify certain parts you need to select the direct selection tool from the tool box see image
below.
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Once the direct selection tool is selected you can click on the path, click on the specific anchor and modify
accordingly.

Once the path selection is in place we need to convert this into a normal selection, to do this go to the paths
tab and from the drop down menu select convert to selection. See image below for settings.
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As you may have noticed I applied .8 pixels of feathering on the selection this will help to smooth the edges
together with the antialias option. Once the selection is completed apply a mask layer on the persons layer.

Now its time to start build our photograph composition. Select Valletta Photo and paste it on the person
photo place the Valletta photo below the person’s layer and than adjust the size of the person with the transform tool (edit>transform>scale).
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Lets make some fine tuning. I am going to position the man in front of the advert board

To refine the edges I need to reload the outline selection to do this press the CTRL on you keyboard and
while pressing click on the person’s mask thumbnail note on the mask thumbnail. This will load the outline
selection of the person.
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Once the selection is reloaded click on the person’s thumbnail to return on the photo and invert the selection. To invert the selection SHIFT+CTRL+I or go to select>inverse. Once the selection is inverted go to
select>expand and set the value of 1 pixel this will overlap the edge by one pixel. Now we are going to apply
a slight blur on this edge. Go to filter>blur>Gaussian blur and set the value to .5px. This will make the edges
less sharp.
Let us balance the colours. Make sure you are on the person’s layer and open the levels settings. Go to
image>adjustment>levels and set as shown below.

Let us create some shadow to make the man in Valletta more credible. Reload the outline of the person as we
have done previously. Create a new layer and place the new layer between the Valletta Photo and the person,
select the paint bucket tool and make sure that the foreground colour is black after click into the selection.
At first you might say “here nothing happened” but if you check the layers on your right you can see that we
have created a black outline of the person.
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Once the black outline is done select the transform tool and distort option (edit>transform>distort) and
transform in way to place the black outline as shown in the see image below.

To fine tune the shadow reduce the opacity of the black outline down to 50% and apply a Gaussian blur filter
with a value of  10px. Last refining to make the person more credible in  Valletta is by using the burn tool.
Select the burn tool from the tool box and set as shown below.

Once the burn tool is set brush over the edges of the man’s photo. This will equalize the lightning environment.
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Final Result.
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